
Why to Think of God
Constantly?

Always  ask  yourself  this  one
question at  every  moment:

Are  you thinking of  the Lord right
now?

This  is  the only  question that  will
matter  for  your  soul  in  your
afterlife,  nothing else!

You might  wonder  what  you will
eat  and where you will  live  if  you
think of  God all  the time and
neglect  everything else.

The answer  is  very  simple.

Thinking about  God internally  in
the background does not
necessarily  mean that  you have to
cease discharging your  external
duties,  responsibilities,  and
endeavors  in  life  to  attain  your
goals.

Of  course,  some dedicated daily
practice  of  thinking of  the Lord
might  be needed to  master  this
practice  of  thinking of  Him in  the
background at  all  other  times.

In  my 50 long years  of  spiritual
mindfulness,  I  have found that
this  spiritual  and material
multitasking is  indeed possible  in
the form of  an always-persistent
background remembrance of  the
Lord while  doing anything and
everything during the day and
night.

Kalidasa,  a  well-known Indian
transcendentalist,  would play  dice
while  secretly  thinking of  the Lord
internally.

He performed all  his  outward
tasks  and responsibilities
flawlessly  so that  no one could
guess  that  he was meditating so
deeply  on God within.

Your  soul’s  success  in  this  life  and
in the afterlife  depends entirely  on
what  you think of  at  every
moment  of  your  life.

Once there  was a  sage who smiled
and blessed a  sincere  spiritual
practitioner.

He shockingly  said,  “It  will  be  very
beneficial  for  your  soul  if  you
would die  right  now because I  can
sense that  you are  deeply  thinking
of  God at  this  precise  moment
without  a  doubt.”

“Are  you aware that  a  bird  in  hand
is  worth two in  the bush?”,  he
inquired.

Then he explained the reason
behind his  odd blessings.

He said,  “Your  soul  might  have to
go through a  great  deal  of
suffering if  you die  at  a  later  time
when you have slipped back into
total  forgetfulness  of  the Lord,
which is  bound to  happen if  you
live  more.”

“Your  final  destination in  the
hereafter  solely  relies  on your  last
thoughts  before  you die”,  he
surmised.

This  advice of  the sage is  similar
to  a  Japanese saying:  “What  you
have thought  of  the most
determines how your  future  will
turn out.”

One can superficially  judge that
this  benediction of  the sage is  out
of  place,  heartless,  and even
cruel.  Yet  upon deeper  reflection,
it  will  make perfect  sense.

Kindly  allow me to  present  a  few
such reflections today.

Even the most  spiritually  evolved
King Bharata  the Great,  had to
endure two additional  rebirths  as
a deer  and as  a  man named Jada
Bharata  in  two consecutive  births,
just  because he had pondered
hard on a  deer  before  he died.

Someone may try  to  “cleverly”  use
this  fact  as  an excuse to  commit
suicide at  a  time when one is
deeply  remembering the Lord and
wrongly  assume that  one can also
end one’s  suffering in  this  way.

But  as  stated in  the scriptures,
this  is  a  hazardous and risky  route
that  may lead to  very  painful
circumstances in  the afterlife.

Even if  one’s  intentions are  good,
the very  suffering that  one wants
to end by committing suicide may
not  end at  all.

One may have to  continue
experiencing those same
sufferings  in  a  magnified form in
the afterlife.

This  is  because committing
suicide is  like  taking God’s  laws
into our  own hands.

Coming back to  the topic,  this
strange blessing of  the sage does
illustrate  how much of  a  crucially
make-or-break emergency it  is  to
somehow remember  the Lord
always  and to  never  forget  Him
even for  a  minute.

So that  we can harness  our
superior  God-given intellect  for  its
original  purpose.

Animals  can’t  think of  God or
ponder  on how to improve their
afterlife  as  we humans can.

We have the golden opportunity
to choose to  either  remember  the
Lord and go to  Him after  death or
neglect  His  loving thoughts  at
every  moment  and get  thrown
into unlimited misery  and oblivion
after  death.

Our  soul’s  free  will  can only  be
properly  used by  making this  right
choice at  every  moment.

Always  remember  that  none of  us
has the ability  to  change our  past
or  foresee when we will  die.

In  the same way,  we also have no
control  whatsoever  over  what  will
happen to  our  souls  after  death.

Therefore,  there  is  nothing more
essential  in  the entire  world  than
thinking about  the Lord,  all  the
time,  from the moment  we get  up
in the morning until  we go to
sleep at  night,  even while
discharging our  duties  and
responsibilities  in  this  world.

But  unfortunately,  instead of
remembering our  beloved Lord at
all  times,  we end up wasting the
majority  of  our  time in  this
precious and rare  human life  on
fruitless  activities  which will  be  of
absolutely  no use to  our  souls  at
the time of  our  death.

We passionately  and foolishly  go
on accumulating possessions for
our  entire  lives  which we will  be
forced to  leave behind when we
die.  And someone else  will  enjoy
all  the fruits  of  our  hard work.  So
decide now if  you want  to  live  for
your  real  self  (soul)  or  not.

This  forgetfulness  of  the Lord is
the reason why the eternally
separated souls  like  us  live  in  this
material  world  and not  in  the
spiritual  world.

The unique feature  that  sets  the
spiritual  world  apart  from this
material  world  is  that  everyone
there  is  always  thinking about
their  beloved Lord 24/7.

In  his  Purport  to  Srimad
Bhagavatam 4.27.12,  Srila
Prabhupada affirms this  ultimate
truth:

“Eventually,  the sage met  a
brahmachari  devotee,  and he
blessed him,  saying,  ‘My dear
devotee,  you may die
immediately!’”

This  blessing of  the sage will
appear  like  a  curse  to  most
people.

However,  the sage explained his
logical  line  of  thought  for  such an
unsolicited blessing.

He stated,  “You are  living a  pure
life  right  now in  deep
remembrance of  the Lord.

“But  you may end up quickly
losing this  vivid  recollection of
God even an hour  from now,  what
to speak of  consistently  keeping it
intact  until  tomorrow or
throughout  the upcoming days,
weeks,  months,  years,  and
decades.

“This  constant  risk  of  forgetting
the Lord is  caused by His  all-
powerful  illusory  energy,  which is
always  trying to  drag you down at
all  times by  exploiting even your
slightest  weakness.”

The Gita  reinforces  these words of
the sage many times,  affirming
that  only  our  memory of  the Lord
at  the time of  our  death attained
by the dint  of  our  daily  practice
and by His  mercy,  will  decide our
destiny  in  the afterlife.

As  Prabhupada used to  often say,

bhajan karle,  sadhan karle,  murtle
janle  haya

“All  your  spiritual  meditations and
practices  during your  life  boil
down to how vividly  you are  able
to recall  the Lord right  now and as
a result  how vividly  you will  recall
Him in  your  final  moment,  by  the
power  of  His  divine will  of  course.”

Only  the current  moment  offers
you a  guaranteed chance to  think
of  the Lord and thus realize  your
soul’s  ultimate goal  to  attain
eternal  pleasures  with  Him after
death.

You can never  alter  your  past
history  or  know your  future,  no
matter  how much you want  to.

Hence,  maintaining these spiritual
thoughts  of  the Lord at  every
single  moment  of  your  life  are  the
greatest  pearl-like  gifts  a  soul  can
ever  offer  to  God in  all  of  creation.

This  is  undoubtedly  also the best
use of  our  free  will  given to  us  by
the Lord Himself.

So please start  right  away with
one small  step (moment)  at  a
time.

Always  work  on the present
moment.

Begin thinking of  the Lord at  this
very  moment.

Please forget  the past  and don’t
worry  about  the future.

Just  live  in  the present  with  the
Lord!

Make anxiety  a  thing of  the past
by always  keeping the Lord in
your  mind at  every  moment.

This  is  true spiritual  mindfulness.

God will  take over  even more
direct  responsibility  of  looking
after  both your  spirit  and body for
all  eternity  as  soon as  you will
start  thinking of  Him all  the time
from this  very  moment.

Such constant  thought-meditation
on God will  automatically  relieve
you of  all  anxiety  and stress  about
your  own well-being and that  of
your  loved ones.

You will  then gradually  start
seeing His  ever-present  constant
protection and maintenance
manifesting in  your  life.

Being mindful  of  God at  every
moment  will  effortlessly  provide
satisfactory  resolutions to  all  your
concerns,  doubts,  and problems
in life.  It  is  a  one-stop solution to
all  the obstacles  we experience in
life.

For  those who first  assist  their
own souls  by  thinking of  Him
constantly,  the Lord becomes
even more personally  present  to
aid and care  for  them.

This  clearly  implies  that  the only
thing which you can do right  now
to improve your  afterlife  is  to
gradually  increase the duration of
time you can devote to  thinking of
God every  single  day,  whether
that  be your  daily  quota of
meditation on Him or  in  any other
way.

The perennial  treasure  of  this
spiritual  remembrance of  God is
the only  natural  bank balance that
will  stick  with  your  soul  for  all
eternity.

Your  hard-earned money,  assets,
possessions,  family,  friends,  etc.
will  not  come with  you at  the time
of  death.

So you should not  be lazy  or
careless  to  do whatever  practical
things  complement  or  increase
this  daily  remembrance of  the
Lord.  They are  the real  long-term
investments  for  your  soul.

This  spiritual  remembrance alone
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This  spiritual  remembrance alone
governs  what  will  happen to  your
soul  in  your  afterlife  and where
your  soul  will  go after  your  death.

It  is  the only  way to  create  an
eternal  success  of  your  very
existence,  especially  after  leaving
this  world.

Your  indestructible  soul  is  an
infinitesimal  part  of  the infinite
Lord and thus your  spirit  is
actually  imperishable  just  like
Him.

Your  present  material  body is  not
the real  you,  it  is  just  a  covering
over  who you really  are,  the
eternal  spirit  soul.

Live  like  a  lotus  exuding fragrance
within  and without  even while
living in  the mud.

Even though both your  feet  are
here in  this  material  world,  keep
your  eyes  on the spiritual  world
by thinking of  the Lord always.

Because that  is  the only  real
home where your  soul  can live
and play  with  the Lord happily
ever  after.

So please try  to  become the most
intelligent  soul  in  this  world  by
constantly  asking yourself  this  one
question:  Are  you thinking about
God at  this  very  moment?

If  you are  not  doing so at  this
time,  then please start  thinking of
Him right  away.

Please do not  procrastinate  or
give  excuses.  Because thinking of
Him does not  depend on what
you are  doing externally.

Make an effort  to  embrace
everything that  is  favorable  in
your  life  to  preserving this  internal
recollection of  the Lord at  every
moment  and reject  anything that
blurs  your  memory of  the Lord
even once.

This  constant  remembrance of  the
Lord will  truly  end this  infinitely
painful  and dreaded cycle  of  birth,
disease,  old  age,  and death of
your  soul  forever.

Even a  moment  of  forgetfulness  of
your  eternal  relationship with  the
Lord is  equivalent  to  losing your
soul  for  all  eternity.

God has  given you this  body and
mind,  the air  to  breathe,  the water
to drink,  the food to  eat,  your
family  and friends to  love,  etc.,
etc.

What  can you give  back to  the
One who owns the whole  creation
which will  actually  please Him?

It  is  your  constant  remembrance
of  Him

We can only  please the Lord by
offering Him back the very  time
He has  so compassionately  given
us by  constantly  using that  time
to think about  Him.

People  take the water  from a holy
river  inside the cusp of  their
palms,  remember  the holy  river
with  love,  and then pour  that
same water  back into the river.
But  this  time it  is  mixed with  their
loving remembrance.  That  is  what
makes it  so  divine.

I  want  to  remind you that  you
have already wasted an infinite
amount  of  valuable  time in  your
past  zillions  of  lives  in  utter
forgetfulness  of  the Lord which
you will  never  be able  to  recover
again in  all  eternity.

Therefore,  this  internal  meditation
on the Lord at  all  times is  the very
core and mother  of  all  wisdom
and knowledge in  creation and
your  only  panacea to  real
liberation and salvation in  your
afterlife.

Drawing from my own spiritual
meditation experience for  the last
50 years,  I  will  now summarize
and conclude this  article  with  the
following words.

Dwelling upon the Lord at  every
moment  during this  one small
lifetime of  yours  will  place you on
a straight  rocket-flight  to  the
spiritual  world  even while  living in
this  world  and most  certainly  at
the end of  your  life  as  well.

I  am humbly  offering these words
of  wisdom and realization solely
for  improving your  own afterlife
and mine too.

I  am not  sharing this  in
expectation of  something in  return
from you.

These words are  a  reminder  to
think of  Him right  now for  my own
mind.

So I  am not  attached to  which one
you will  choose.

You can adopt  or  discard my
advice as  you wish.

I  have just  expressed all  this
because I  truly  care  for  your  soul,
whether  you believe it  or  not.

If  you don’t  believe me right  now,
you will  realize  in  your  afterlife
that  what  I  have said  here  is
completely  true.

But  it  will  be  too late  then.

You won’t  be able  to  change your
fate  in  the afterlife  at  that  time.

But  you still  have the power  to
change your  destiny  till  you are
alive  simply  by  thinking about  the
Lord constantly  from this  very
moment.

And why constantly?  Because if
you aim to reach the stars,  you
will  at  least  end up on the moon.

So please wake up before  it  is  too
late  and start  thinking about  the
Lord right  now!

I  personally  feel  that  the best  use
of  all  the words of  this  world,
in  the absolute  and eternal  sense,
is  to  inspire  even one soul  to
think of  the Lord constantly  from
this  very  moment,  as  that  is  by  far
the only  means for  all  souls  in
creation to  be with  God in  the
spiritual  world  for  sure  after
death.  Thanks for  reading!

Your  spiritual  well-wisher,
B.  Sadhu.
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